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Total outreach of Sunderbans rebuilding efforts

6203 families in 23 villages

[ This includes immediate disaster response and the long term rehabilitation work ]
153 saline water ponds have been dewatered after Amphan
427 people have been involved in repairing the broken embankments.
Distributing rice seeds to **525 farmers** in **14 villages**
Total **625 bighas** of rice farming
Distributing vegetable seeds to 6625 farmers in 18 villages
Distributing sesbania grandiflora seeds to 230 farmers in 6 villages
Raised 2 nurseries of 17000 saplings of 27 varieties of local plants [under the inland plantation initiative]
Inland plantation of 7500 saplings in 6 villages
Distributing 4756 saplings to 4555 families in 23 villages
10,000 mangrove saplings have been raised in 9 villages
Around 25 Bighas of mangrove plantation will be done in Nov, 2020
Community level inland fish farming in 6 Bighas of fishery
Around 130 families are involved in the initiative